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Cash on Hand:The Cannabis
Business and Banking

Robert L. Elam

Introduction

No issue faces greater disparate treatment than medical

marijuana’s legal status in the eyes of our three levels of

government—federal, state, and local. At the federal level, it

is seen as a serious felony; at the state level, a constitutional

right; and at the local level, a taxable public nuisance. As a

consequence, state-licensed medical marijuana businesses

are systematically denied access to banking services. Finan-

cial institutions, fearful of potential money laundering,

criminal charges, or losing their FDIC coverage, refuse to

offer them. It was not always this way.

Marijuana’s “Legal” Status

For most of American history, it was legal to both grow

and consume marijuana. But starting in the 1910s, a number

of states criminalized the drug. (For a good overview, see

Chemerinsky, Forman, Hopper, & Kamin, Cooperative Fed-

eralism and Marijuana Regulation, 62 UCLA L Rev 74, 81

(2015).) In 1937, the federal government enacted the Mari-

juana Tax Act (Pub L 75–238, 50 Stat 551), which led to

dropping marijuana from the Federal Pharmacopoeia, the

list of approved permissible medicines. TheAmerican Medi-

cal Association (AMA) opposed the reclassification of mari-

juana, but its opposition was to no avail.

By the 1970s, with President Nixon’s “war on drugs”

campaign, the federal government had adopted a strict

stance. The Controlled Substances Act of 1970 (CSA) (21

USC §§801–904) prohibited marijuana entirely. Along with

LSD and heroin, marijuana is listed as a Schedule I drug—

the most dangerous category of narcotics under federal law.

Under the CSA, the manufacture, distribution, possession,

and use of a Schedule I narcotic can lead to punishments of

up to 10 years in prison and $2 million in fines. In addition,

conspiring to commit an offense under the CSA subjects the

accomplice to the same penalties as prescribed for the

offense itself. 21 USC §846. Despite repeated efforts to

repeal marijuana’s illegal status under the CSA, marijuana

prohibition remains the law of the land.

Legalization at the State Level

In 1996, California, with the passage of Proposition 215,

became the first state in the country to permit the use of

medical marijuana. To date, 24 states and the District of

Columbia have legalized medical marijuana, and four (Colo-

rado, Washington, Alaska, and Oregon) have legalized its

recreational use. In addition, at least a half-dozen states will

decide on whether to legalize either the recreational use or
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the medical use of marijuana in 2016, including Arkansas,

California, Florida, Maine, Massachusetts, Montana and

Nevada.

The Current Federal Policy of Nonenforcement

In August of 2013, in reaction to the legalization of recre-

ational use in Colorado and Washington, and entreaties by

Governors John Hickenlooper of Colorado and Jay Inslee of

Washington for federal guidance, Deputy Attorney General

James M. Cole, on behalf of the Department of Justice

(DOJ), issued a memorandum (Cole Memo) to all U.S.

Attorneys, announcing that the DOJ would not be moving to

block implementation. (See https://www.justice.gov/iso/

opa/resources/3052013829132756857467.pdf.) The Cole

Memo deprioritized the enforcement of federal marijuana

laws in states with robust marijuana regulations and speci-

fied eight enforcement priorities to help guide state lawmak-

ers. These priorities included the prevention of (1) the distri-

bution of marijuana to minors; (2) revenue from the sale of

marijuana going to criminal enterprises and drug cartels; (3)

state-authorized marijuana activity from being used as a pre-

text for trafficking other illegal drugs; (4) violence in the cul-

tivation and distribution of marijuana; (5) drugged driving;

(6) the cultivation of marijuana on public lands; and (7)

marijuana possession or use on federal property as well as

(8) the diversion of marijuana from states that deem mari-

juana illegal. Cole Memo at 1.

Interestingly, the priorities tacitly omit the sale or posses-

sion of marijuana when permitted under state law. By issuing

the Cole Memo, the federal government adopted a strategy

of nonenforcement concerning state-legalized marijuana:

“Enforcement of state law by state and local law enforce-

ment and regulatory bodies should remain the primary

means of addressing marijuana-related activity.” Cole Memo

at 3.

State-Licensed Medical Marijuana Businesses’ Need

for Basic Banking Services

Most marijuana businesses are currently denied access to

banking services, in particular, checking accounts. Accord-

ing to Aaron Smith, the executive director of the National

Cannabis Industry Association, banking access is the “most

urgent issue facing the legal cannabis industry today.” See

Hill, Banks, Marijuana, and Federalism, 65 Case W Res L

Rev 597, 603 (2014–2015). A recent first-of-its-kind survey

conducted by Marijuana Business Daily found that up to 60

percent of companies operating in the cannabis industry do

not have bank accounts. See https://mjbizdaily.com/char

t-week-60-cannabis-companies-dont-bank-accounts/. With-

out bank accounts, they are also unable to accept credit or

debit cards as forms of payment.

From a public safety perspective, any business forced to

operate as cash-only can become a magnet for crime and

violence, since large sums of cash are known to be at certain

physical locations. From a regulatory perspective, it is much

more difficult to track and tax revenues from cash-only busi-

nesses. From a banking perspective, cash earns no interest

and is problematic to invest and reinvest into the economy at

large. Handling millions of dollars each month in cash, with-

out bank cooperation, also drives up the operating costs of

marijuana businesses. Cash accumulates. Medical marijuana

businesses are then obligated to purchase vaults and cam-

eras, hire professionally trained guards, and follow rigorous

security procedures to protect their cash intake. Armed cash

transport services are also retained with the additional

expense of insured and bonded storage facilities. Suppliers

must be willing to accept payment in cash. If credit lines or

loans are needed, they are almost always short-term and at

high-interest rates. See Hill at 601. Lacking professional

banking services, medical marijuana businesses are forced to

pay their employees and third parties, including the Fran-

chise Tax Board and Internal Revenue Service, with cash or

money orders purchased through nonbank outlets. Payments

of quarterly payroll taxes in cash rather than by wire are

assessed an additional 10 percent penalty by the IRS. See

Hill at 603.

Big Banks Ignore Justice Department

Although the DOJ’s new policies have opened the door

for medical marijuana businesses to open bank accounts in

California, the banking industry has elected not to seize this

opportunity. The American Bankers Association (ABA) has

stated that enforcement guidance alone cannot solve the

inherent problem of federal prohibition. Buckner, Rocky

Mountain High: The Impact of Federal Guidance to Banks

on the Marijuana Industry, 19 NC Banking Inst 180 (2015).

Bank of America and Wells Fargo have reiterated their posi-

tion: they do not offer banking services to medical marijuana

businesses. Hielscher, The Problem with Financing Pot,

Sarasota Herald-Tribune, Aug. 6, 2014, pA1. They point out

that federal law obligates financial institutions to ensure that

wrongdoers are not accessing the banking system to further

illegal activities.

The primary anti-money-laundering statute is the Cur-

rency and Foreign Transactions Report Act of 1970 (com-

monly known as the Bank Secrecy Act or BSA) (31 USC

§§5311–5330). The BSA requires financial institutions to

monitor client activity and file suspicious activity reports

(SARs) on depositors. 31 USC §5318. SARs are required

for, among other things, transactions aggregating $5000 or

more that may involve potential money laundering or other

illegal activity. The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

(FinCEN) is charged with enforcing the BSA. 31 USC §310.

Under the BSA and the Money Laundering Control Act of

1986 (18 USC §§1956–1957), deposits frommarijuana busi-

nesses can be deemed ill-gotten gains from “a possible vio-

lation of law.” 18 USC §1956; 31 USC §5318(g). Under the

Controlled Substances Act, any financial institution that

accepts deposits from an unlawful activity can lose its Fed-

eral Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) coverage and be

prosecuted. Violations of the BSA include both civil and
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criminal penalties of up to $500,000 or 10 years in prison.

See 31 CFR §1010.820 (civil penalties); 31 USC §5322

(criminal penalties).

Treasury Department and DOJ Permit Marijuana

Businesses to Open Accounts

In contrast to the stern penalties provided by the BSA, the

Money LaunderingAct, and the CSA, the Cole Memo depri-

oritizes prosecutions in states with robust regulations—a

glaring contradiction. Financial institutions are then left

uncertain about whether other parts of the federal govern-

ment might bring money-laundering charges under the BSA

or whether the Cole Memo would carry the day. In an Octo-

ber 2013 letter, the FDIC, the Comptroller of Currency, and

the governors of Colorado and Washington appealed to the

federal government to issue formal guidance for financial

institutions to engage in normal banking transactions.

Kamin, Cooperative Federalism and State Marijuana Regu-

lation, 85 U Colo L Rev 1105, 1115 (2014); McErlean, The

Real Green Issue Regarding Recreational Marijuana: Fed-

eral Tax and Banking Laws in Need of Reform, 64 DePaul L

Rev 1079, 1093 (2014–2015). The Obama administration

announced in January 2014 that marijuana businesses should

have access to banking services. Healy & Apuzzo, Legal

Marijuana Businesses Should Have Access to Banks, Holder

Says, NY Times, Jan. 23, 2014, p A20.

On February 14, 2014, the DOJ and the Department of

Treasury’s FinCEN released a pair of memos permitting

financial institutions to accept marijuana depositors, and

clarifying how financial institutions can provide services to

marijuana-related businesses consistent with their legal obli-

gations. (See Cole, Deputy Attorney General, Memorandum

for All United States Attorneys [Re:] Guidance Regarding

Marijuana Related Financial Crimes (Feb. 14, 2014), avail-

able at https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/u

sao-wdwa/legacy/2014/02/14/DAG%20Memo%20

-%20Guidance%20Regarding%20Marijuana%20Relate

d%20Financial%20Crimes%202%2014%2014%20(2).pdf;

Dep’t of the Treasury Financial Crimes Enforcement Net-

work, [Guidance Re:] BSA Expectations Regarding

Marijuana-Related Businesses (FIN-2014-G001, Feb. 14,

2014), available at https://www.fincen.gov/statutes_regs/gui

dance/pdf/FIN-2014-G001.pdf (FinCEN Memo).

The 2014 memos both reiterate that prosecutors should

apply the eight Cole Memo priorities when determining

whether to charge financial institutions with violations of

anti-money laundering statutes, the BSA, or the CSA. In

short, the federal government has given assurances that

financial institutions will avoid prosecution if they comply

with the FinCEN procedures, consistent with Cole Memo

priorities.

Legislative Efforts

Big banks will not do business with medical marijuana

depositors unless and until there is passage of more compre-

hensive and reliable legislation. See Hall, Until 100% Legal,

Banks to Turn Away Marijuana Money, Forbes (Jan. 25,

2014). For sure, the U.S. Congress has shown its willingness

to consider a change in marijuana policy.

In July 2014, the House of Representatives approved the

Heck Amendment (HR 5016), seeking to prevent the Trea-

sury Department and FinCEN from taking action against

financial institutions that do business with marijuana busi-

nesses. However, the bill died in the Senate.

In March 2015, the Compassionate Access, Research

Expansion, and Respect States (CARERS) Act was intro-

duced in both the House and Senate (HR 1538; S 683). This

comprehensive measure would permit state programs to con-

tinue without federal inference, move marijuana out of

Schedule I, create access to banking services for legal mari-

juana businesses, and allow Veteran’s Administration doc-

tors to write recommendations in states that have a medical

marijuana program. Both bills are currently in committee,

but are unlikely to go further this session.

In July 2015, Oregon Senator Jeff Merkley and Colorado

Representative Ed Perlmutter introduced the Marijuana

Businesses Access to Banking Act of 2015 (S 1726; HR

2076), which would prevent federal banking regulators (i.e.,

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation (FDIC), Federal Reserve Board, and

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency) from penalizing a

bank that provides financial services to legal marijuana busi-

nesses. Again, these bills are both in committee, and are

unlikely to pass.

In December 2015, however, Congress did pass and the

President signed the Rohrabacher-Farr Amendment to the

FY 2016 omnibus appropriations bill. It specifically prohib-

its the DOJ from spending funds to prevent the implementa-

tion of state medical marijuana laws, such as financing raids

on medical marijuana businesses.

Frustrated by the lack of a “comprehensive” solution, pri-

vate and state actors have attempted a run-around. In the pri-

vate sector, Fourth Corner Credit Union in Colorado opened

a new state-chartered credit union specifically catering to

marijuana businesses. Although its state charter was

approved, the Federal Reserve and National Credit Union

Administration (NCUA) denied it access to the national pay-

ment and insurance systems and Fourth Corner has appealed

for relief in federal court. The case was dismissed in January

2016 by a district court judge, but an appeal to the Tenth Cir-

cuit is pending.

Senator Bob Hasegawa in the State of Washington has

been advocating for the establishment of a state bank, but his

legislation has gone nowhere, since any bank would still

need approval from the Federal Reserve and FDIC. The

boldest effort has been by Colorado in 2014, creating a coop-

erative to provide banking services to the marijuana industry.

The cannabis credit cooperative does not require FDIC

insurance. Colo Rev Stat §§11–33–104(1), 11–33–108(2).

Yet, the co-op still requires approval by the Federal Reserve

to gain access to the national banking system. This has not

occurred and no marijuana business has applied to join.
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Basically, no federal agency will “bless” the acts of a busi-

ness activity that is still illegal at the federal level. But that

does not mean that NO path is available for medical mari-

juana businesses.

The Path Forward

Some smaller banks and credit unions are already open-

ing bank accounts with state-licensed medical marijuana

businesses. As of August 2014, 105 financial institutions

provide banking services to marijuana businesses. (See

Remarks of Jennifer Shasky Calvery, Director of FinCEN,

available at http://www.fincen.gov/news_room/speech/

pdf/20140812.pdf.) FinCEN Director Calvery states that

“from our perspective the guidance is having the intended

effect. It is facilitating access to financial services, while

ensuring that the activity is transparent and the funds are

going into regulated financial institutions responsible for

implementing appropriate AML [anti-money laundering]

safeguards.” Until Congress acts, there is only one autho-

rized path by which banks can establish depositor relation-

ships with medical marijuana businesses: follow the FinCEN

Memo procedures in conformity with the Cole Memo priori-

ties.

The FinCEN Memo requires that financial institutions

first conduct an extensive background check before opening

a bank account with a state-licensed medical marijuana busi-

ness. This means having the business fill out an application

form, submit certain additional materials, and meet with a

specialized compliance officer. This initial review can

involve phone calls, in-person meetings, and a site visit to

the business with detailed notes addressing the FinCEN pro-

cedures. If the state-licensed medical marijuana business

passes the initial background check, and before opening the

account, the financial institution must immediately file its

first SAR, which acknowledges to the federal government

that this is a medical marijuana business. Similar to reports

required by the BSA for cash transactions, there are, how-

ever, new categories. (See generally https://www.fincen.gov/

whatsnew/html/sar_faqs.html.) FinCEN requires a financial

institution to file a continuing activity report every 120 days

that also updates the amounts of deposits, withdrawals, and

transfers made since the last SAR filing.When any activities

appear to implicate the Cole Memo priorities or violate state

law, a more extensive “marijuana priority” SAR is filed. The

financial institution is always free to terminate the relation-

ship with the medical marijuana business by filing a “Mari-

juana Termination SAR.”

Although they are cumbersome and complicated, the Fin-

CEN procedures represent a path forward in aligning the

federal government’s treatment of marijuana with state and

local governments. Further attempts to fix the cannabis

industry’s banking problem legislatively are likely, but the

success of that legislation may depend on changes in the

political landscape.

DEVELOPMENTS

Corporations

James E. Topinka and Dan Hardin

Shareholders

Statute requiring that certain documents be made avail-
able for inspection by shareholders only requires that
records be made available at office in which they are
maintained.

Innes v Diablo Controls, Inc. (2016) 248 CA4th 139

Mr. and Mrs. Innes were shareholders of Diablo Controls,

a California corporation. They submitted a written demand

to inspect Diablo’s accounting books and records, minutes of

proceedings of shareholders, the board, and board commit-

tees, and other records under Corp C §1601. Although the

requested records were located in a Diablo office in Illinois,

the demand requested that inspection occur at Diablo’s Cali-

fornia office. In response to the demand, Diablo shipped

records and made them available at its counsel’s office in

California. The Inneses found the records to be incomplete

and filed a petition for writ of mandate, arguing that Diablo’s

failure to make available all requested records violated Corp

C §1601. Diablo sent additional records after the petition

was filed; however, the Inneses alleged that the records still

remained incomplete. The trial court denied the writ petition

on the grounds that Corp C §1601 only required Diablo to

make the records available at its Illinois office. The court

further noted that if Diablo failed to make the records avail-

able at its Illinois office, the Inneses could file a new writ

petition. The Inneses appealed.

The First District Court of Appeal affirmed. Examining

the text of Corp C §1601, the court noted that the statute

requires only that the requested records be “open to inspec-

tion at any reasonable time during business hours,” and does

not specify where the records must be made available.

Indeed, in Jara v Suprema Meats, Inc. (2004) 121 CA4th

1238, the court of appeal held that a corporation need only

make the identified records available for inspection at the

office where they are kept. Despite the Inneses’ argument

that Jara did not involve records kept in out-of-state offices,

and therefore did not govern the instant case, the text of Corp

C §1601 specifically provides that it applies to “any foreign

corporation keeping any such records in this state or having

its principal executive office in this state.” Thus, the statute

anticipates foreign corporations with their principal office in

California but which do not maintain the identified records

in the state, yet makes no provision that the records be made

available in California. Accordingly, the trial court properly

held that Corp C §1601 only requires that the identified

records be made available at the office where they are main-

tained.
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COMMENT: Counsel should be aware that a California cor-

poration is not required to maintain its records (including

accounting books and minutes of board and shareholder

meetings) in California, even if its principal business office is

located within California. Although Corp C §1601 grants

shareholders the right to inspect records at the location in

which they are kept, the statute does not require the assem-

bly and delivery of records to the shareholder. Instead, a cor-

poration is only required to make records available at any rea-

sonable time during normal business hours on written

demand.

However, the court in Innes noted that keeping records in

a remote location in order to intentionally impede inspection

would be contrary to the purpose of §1601. Counsel should

therefore consider whether a corporation’s maintenance of its

records outside California can be characterized as a “corpo-

rate action calculated to thwart exercise of the rights it

extends to its shareholders.” See Jara v Suprema Meats, Inc.

(2004) 121 CA4th 1238. Note also that §1601 applies to for-

eign corporations keeping records in California and/or having

their principal executive office in California, and that Corp C

§2115(b) may apply §1601 to corporations incorporated in

other jurisdictions but meeting the requirements of

§2115(a).—J.E.T. and D.H.

CROSS-REFERENCE: For further discussion of a corpora-

tion’s response to a shareholder’s request for inspection of its

records, see Counseling California Corporations §§5.6–5.7

(Cal CEB).

Contracts

Arbitration

Malpractice, breach of fiduciary duty, and rescission
claims against attorney arose from attorney’s duty to cli-
ent, rather than from contractual obligations, and were
therefore not subject to arbitration provision governing
controversies arising from contract.

Rice v Davis (2016) 247 CA4th 1213

Rice and his attorney, Downs, formed a company to

develop affordable housing properties. Under the operating

agreement, Downs was joint owner of the company and

would continue to act as counsel to Rice and the new com-

pany. However, Downs was not entitled to bill the company

for time spent working on company legal matters or to be

personally compensated for any company-related work per-

formed by others at his law firm. The agreement also con-

tained an arbitration provision providing that “any contro-

versy between the parties arising out of this Agreement shall

be submitted to the American Arbitration Association.”

After allegedly discovering that Downs had been billing

the company for work on company-related matters, Rice

sued Downs for breach of contract. The complaint also con-

tained causes of actions for legal malpractice, breach of fidu-

ciary duty, and rescission, based on Downs’ alleged failure

to advise Rice and the company about potential conflicts of

interest and his providing of “poor or incorrect” legal advice,

among other allegations. The trial court granted Down’s

motion to compel arbitration as to all causes of action and

eventually confirmed the arbitrator’s award in favor of

Downs.

The Second District Court of Appeal reversed with

respect to Rice’s tort claims. Examining the arbitration pro-

vision, the court noted that the clause only covered claims

arising out of the operating agreement. Each of Rice’s claims

for malpractice, breach of fiduciary duty, and rescission

arose from Downs’ duties as counsel, even if the complaint

alleged that Downs received improper benefits under the

terms of the agreement as a result of the alleged misconduct.

The court reasoned that none of the tort claims depended on

an interpretation of any portion of the agreement or were

otherwise based on the performance or failure to perform

any obligation under the agreement. Thus, the trial court

erred in compelling arbitration on Rice’s malpractice, breach

of fiduciary duty, and rescission causes of action.

Bankruptcy

Discharge

Suspended California attorney’s debt for improperly col-
lected client fees not excepted from bankruptcy dis-
charge.

Scheer v State Bar (In re Scheer) (9th Cir 2016) 819 F3d
1206

In 2010, Scheer was hired to help modify a home mort-

gage loan, and the client paid $5500 before any modification

occurred. The client then fired Scheer and sought return of

the $5500 under California’s mandatory attorney fee arbitra-

tion program. In 2011, the arbitrator concluded that although

Scheer performed competently, she violated CC §2944.7(a)

by receiving advance fees for residential mortgage modifica-

tion services. The arbitrator concluded that the client was

entitled to a full refund of the improperly collected fees and

the arbitration filing fee of $275, for a total of $5775. Scheer

made a few payments against the arbitration award, but

claimed a lack of funds and failed to pay the outstanding

balance. At the client’s request, the presiding arbitrator

brought an action against Scheer in State Bar Court for fail-

ure to pay the award. In 2013, the court found that she could

pay the award and it placed her on involuntary inactive

enrollment status. This order suspended Scheer’s right to

practice law until she paid back the remaining portion of the

client’s funds and the court granted a motion to terminate her

inactive enrollment.

Scheer unsuccessfully sought relief from the State Bar

Court Review Department and the California Supreme

Court. Later in 2013, Scheer filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy,

naming both the client and State Bar as creditors. Neither the

State Bar nor the client objected to the debt being dis-

charged. Scheer then demanded reinstatement of her law

license under 11 USC §525(a), which bars the government

from revoking or refusing to renew a license “solely
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because” an individual has not paid a debt that is discharge-

able or was discharged in bankruptcy. After the State Bar

ignored the demand, Scheer filed suit in the bankruptcy court

against the State Bar and certain bar officials, arguing that

her suspension violated §525(a) and 11 USC §362. The

bankruptcy court (and later the district court) rejected that

argument, reasoning that the debt was nondischargeable

under 11 USC §523(a)(7). Scheer then appealed to the Ninth

Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit reversed. The panel held that the debt

did not fall within the scope of §523(a)(7), which excepts

from bankruptcy discharge a debt that “is for a fine, penalty,

or forfeiture payable to and for the benefit of a governmental

unit, and is not compensation for actual pecuniary loss.” The

court held that this language could not be interpreted to

cover an arbitration fee award between an attorney and a for-

mer client. Even though the court disapproved of the attor-

ney’s conduct, the concerns permitting flexibility in judicial

precedent (see Kelly v Robinson (1986) 479 US 36, 107 S Ct

353) were absent, and categorizing the fee dispute as nondis-

chargeable simply because the state expressed a strong regu-

latory interest in a particular industry would render any fee

dispute in a closely regulated industry nondischargeable.

Although on its face §523(a)(7) does not apply to

Scheer’s debt, case law has complicated the inquiry, with

courts disagreeing about whether certain types of restitution

orders are or are not within the scope of the statute. See Kelly

v Robinson, supra. The court looked to its earlier decision in

State Bar of Cal. v Findley (In re Findley) (9th Cir 2010) 593

F3d 1048, 1054. In Findley, the State Bar Court initiated dis-

ciplinary proceedings against Findley. In addition to a sus-

pension and probationary period, the State Bar assessed a

$14,054 fee for the cost of those proceedings. Findley, like

Scheer, refused to pay the award, blocking reinstatement.

Findley, like Scheer, then declared bankruptcy and

demanded reinstatement. The State Bar then filed suit in

bankruptcy court, arguing that the $14,054 fee was nondis-

chargeable. Although the parties agreed that the costs were

“payable to and for the benefit of a governmental unit,” they

disagreed over whether they constituted a fine or penalty, or

compensation for actual pecuniary loss. After reviewing

state law, which expressly provided that the costs were

intended to promote “rehabilitation and to protect the pub-

lic,” rather than compensate someone, the Ninth Circuit con-

cluded that the debt was nondischargeable under §523(a)(7).

593 F3d at 1211. See Bus & P C §6086.10(e). Findley gov-

erns the outcome of this case. For Scheer, there were no costs

or fees assessed for disciplinary reasons. Rather, the debt at

issue was effectively the amount that Scheer improperly

received from a client, but did not pay back. At its core, the

$5775 is not a fine or penalty, but compensation for actual

loss. The debt in issue is dischargeable, and does not qualify

for §523(a)(7)’s nondischargeability exception. The court

remanded the case for a determination of whether Scheer

had stated a claim that the defendants violated §§525(a) and

362.

Exemptions

As defined by Bankruptcy Code discharge exceptions,
“actual fraud” encompasses fraudulent conveyance
schemes, even when no false representation is involved.

Husky Int’l Electronics, Inc. v Ritz (2016) ___ US ___, 136 S
Ct 1581

Husky International Electronics, Inc., is a Colorado-based

supplier of components used in electronic devices. Between

2003 and 2007, Husky sold its products to Chrysalis Manu-

facturing Corp., and Chrysalis incurred a debt to Husky of

$163,999. During the same period, respondent Ritz served as

a director of Chrysalis and owned at least 30 percent of

Chrysalis’ common stock. All parties agreed that between

2006 and 2007, Ritz drained Chrysalis of assets it could have

used to pay its debts to creditors like Husky by transferring

large sums of Chrysalis’ funds to other entities Ritz con-

trolled. In May 2009, Husky filed a lawsuit seeking to hold

Ritz personally responsible for Chrysalis’ debt. Husky

argued that Ritz’s intercompany transfer scheme was “actual

fraud” for purposes of a Texas law that allows creditors to

hold shareholders responsible for corporate debt. See Tex

Bus Orgs C §21.223(b). In December 2009, Ritz filed for

Chapter 7 bankruptcy. Husky then initiated an adversarial

proceeding in Ritz’s bankruptcy case again seeking to hold

Ritz personally liable for Chrysalis’ debt. Husky also con-

tended that Ritz could not discharge that debt in bankruptcy

because the same intercompany transfer scheme constituted

“actual fraud” under 11 USC §523(a)(2)(A)’s exemption to

discharge.

The district court held that Ritz was personally liable for

the debt under Texas law, but that the debt was not obtained

by actual fraud under §523(a)(2)(A) and could be discharged

in bankruptcy.

The Fifth Circuit affirmed. It did not address whether Ritz

was responsible for Chrysalis’ debt under Texas law because

it agreed with the district court that Ritz did not commit

actual fraud under §523(a)(2)(A). Before the Fifth Circuit,

Husky argued that Ritz’s asset transfer scheme was effectu-

ated through a series of fraudulent conveyances—transfers

intended to obstruct the collection of debt. And, Husky said,

these transfers are a recognized form of actual fraud. The

Fifth Circuit disagreed, holding that a necessary element of

actual fraud is a misrepresentation from the debtor to the

creditor, as when a credit applicant adds an extra zero to

income or falsifies employment history. In re Ritz (5th Cir

2015) 787 F3d 312, 316. In transferring Chrysalis’ assets,

Ritz may have hindered Husky’s ability to recover its debt.

However, because Ritz made no false representations to

Husky regarding those assets or the transfers, Ritz did not

commit actual fraud. This holding deepened an existing split

among the circuits over whether actual fraud requires a false

representation or whether it encompasses other traditional

forms of fraud that can be accomplished without a false rep-

resentation, such as a fraudulent conveyance of property

made to evade payment to creditors.
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The U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari to resolve that

split and reversed. The term “actual fraud” in §523(a)(2)(A)

encompasses forms of fraud, like fraudulent conveyance

schemes, that can be committed without a false representa-

tion. The Court explained that it is sensible to presume that

when Congress amended the Bankruptcy Code in 1978 and

added an additional bankruptcy discharge exception for

debts obtained by actual fraud to debts obtained by “false

pretenses or false representations,” Congress did not intend

the term “actual fraud” to mean the same thing as the

already-existing term “false representations.” See U.S. v

Quality Stores, Inc. (2014) 572 US ___, 134 S Ct 1395. Even

stronger evidence that “actual fraud” encompasses the kind

of conduct alleged to have occurred in this case is found in

the phrase’s historical meaning. At common law, “actual

fraud” meant fraud committed with wrongful intent. And the

term “fraud” has, since the beginnings of bankruptcy prac-

tice, been used to describe asset transfers that, like Ritz’s

scheme, impair a creditor’s ability to collect a debt. See BFP

v Resolution Trust Corp. (1994) 511 US 531, 540, 114 S Ct

1757 (clarifying that common-law term “actual fraud” is

broad enough to incorporate fraudulent conveyances). The

common law also indicates that fraudulent conveyances do

not require a misrepresentation from a debtor to a creditor,

because they lie not in dishonestly inducing a creditor to

extend a debt but in the acts of concealment and hindrance.

The Court rejected Ritz’s contention that interpreting “actual

fraud” in §523(a)(2)(A) to encompass fraudulent convey-

ances would render duplicative two of §523’s other dis-

charge exceptions, §523(a)(4) and (6), given that “actual

fraud” captures much conduct not covered by those other

provisions.

Nor does this interpretation create a redundancy in 11

USC §727(a)(2), which is meaningfully different from

§523(a)(2)(A). It is also not incompatible with

§523(a)(2)(A)’s “obtained by” requirement. Even though the

transferor of a fraudulent conveyance does not obtain assets

or debts through the fraudulent conveyance, the transferee—

who, with the requisite intent, also commits fraud—does. At

a minimum, those debts would not be dischargeable under

§523(a)(2)(A). Finally, reading the phrase “actual fraud” to

restrict, rather than expand, the discharge exception’s reach

would untenably require reading the disjunctive “or” in the

phrase “false pretenses, a false representation, or actual

fraud” to mean “by.”

Interest

In Chapter 11 case in which confirmation plan did not
cure prepetition default, bankruptcy court was required
to apply presumption that oversecured creditor was
entitled to default rate for pendency interest.

In re Beltway One Dev. Group, LLC (BAP 9th Cir 2016) 547
BR 819

Wells Fargo Bank held a $10 million loan secured by a

deed of trust giving the lender a first-position lien and secu-

rity interest in certain real property. The debtor owned and

operated a business park in Las Vegas. The note matured

before the bankruptcy petition was filed. After the bank

issued a notice of default, the debtor filed a Chapter 11 bank-

ruptcy petition. The bank filed its proof of claim, seeking

prepetition debt of $9,877,741, which included $47,316 in

default interest. The real property securing the loan was val-

ued at $11.1 million. The debtor’s plan of reorganization

proposed to extend the loan term by 5 years, imposed a

cramdown interest rate of 4.25 percent, eliminated various

covenants, and allowed for monthly payments amortized

over 30 years. It also precluded the collection of default

interest resulting from a default occurring before the plan’s

effective date.

Over the bank’s objection, the bankruptcy court con-

firmed the plan, denying the bank’s claim for postpetition

interest at the default rate as well as charges, fees, and

expenses as part of its allowed claim under 11 USC §506(b).

In its motion to reconsider the confirmation order, the bank

argued that the plan was not a “cure” and that under General

Elec. Capital Corp. v Future Media Prods., Inc. (9th Cir

2008) 536 F3d 969, the court was required to enforce the

contractual default rate as to the pendency interest. The

debtor countered that the bankruptcy court had discretion

under its equitable power to eliminate default interest from

the claim. The bankruptcy court denied the motion.

The Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for the Ninth Circuit

reversed and remanded. No “cure” within the meaning of

Great W. Bank Trust v Entz-White Lumber & Supply, Inc.

(9th Cir 1988) 850 F2d 1338 occurred in the confirmation

plan. The bank’s claim was expressly impaired and the plan

did not provide for the immediate payment of the outstand-

ing debt to the bank on confirmation. “Determining the pen-

dency interest to be allowed as part of an allowed secured

claim as of the date of the confirmation under §506(b) is an

issue separate and distinct from the fair and equitable test for

plan confirmation under §1129(b).” In re Beltway One Dev.

Group, LLC, 547 BR at 828. Where there is no cure, Future

Media allows oversecured creditors to recover pendency

interest at the default rate in some instances. The burden is

on the debtor to demonstrate the rate’s unreasonableness or

that it is not enforceable under nonbankruptcy law. The

bankruptcy court was required to apply the presumptive rule

that the bank was entitled to the default rate for the pendency

interest, provided that rate is not unenforceable under

Nevada law.
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Consumer Law

Debt Collection

Educational savings accounts under 26 USC §529 were
not exempt from levy under California Enforcement of
Judgments Law and individual retirement accounts were
not entitled to absolute exemption.

O’Brien v AMBS Diagnostics, LLC (2016) 246 CA4th 942

Judgment creditor AMBS Diagnostics obtained a judg-

ment against debtor O’Brien in the amount of $622,957.

AMBS served a notice of levy on the investment firm that

handled at least seven of O’Brien’s investment accounts.

O’Brien filed a claim of exemption, seeking a judicial decla-

ration that seven of his accounts were exempt from levy.

Three of the accounts were IRC §529 savings accounts total-

ing $54,765 held in his name for each of his three children.

Four accounts were individual retirement accounts totaling

$465,350 held fully or partially in his name. O’Brien

invoked the exemption for individual retirement accounts set

forth in CCP §704.115 and submitted evidence regarding his

then-current financial situation.

The trial court granted O’Brien’s claims for exemption

for all of the accounts. The court reasoned that public policy

supported exempting the §529 savings accounts and that

exempting the full amount of the retirement accounts was

necessary because O’Brien was self-employed and would be

relying on the accounts for his retirement.

The court of appeal reversed. None of the statutory

exemptions from levy refer to §529 savings accounts or

other money set aside for education expenses. The fact that

federal bankruptcy law excludes the accounts from a debt-

or’s bankruptcy estate is of no legal significance. The

accounts are designed to be used for educational purposes,

not for retirement.Although good policy reasons for exempt-

ing such accounts existed, and 27 states had passed laws

exempting §529 accounts, exemptions are creatures of stat-

ute and the court was not free to create a new exemption.

Regarding the retirement accounts, the court noted that

the exemption is not absolute. Retirement accounts are

exempt only to the extent necessary to provide for the sup-

port of the debtor when the debtor retires and for the support

of the spouse and dependents of the debtor. CCP

§704.115(e). The court must take into account the resources

likely to be available when the debtor retires, considering

various factors, in order to assess the potential disruption in

earning capacity and the debtor’s ability to regenerate retire-

ment funds before retirement. The trial court erred in refus-

ing to weigh O’Brien’s and his wife’s current income. The

matter was remanded for the trial court to consider all rel-

evant factors in determining what portion of the retirement

accounts was necessary for the support of the debtor and his

dependents.

CROSS-REFERENCE: For further information on the “pri-

vate retirement plan” exemption, see Debt Collection Practice

in California §9.69C (Cal CEB).

California Taxation

Franchise Tax Board

Nevada’s application of special rule allowing for dam-
ages award against California in excess of what could
have been awarded against Nevada state agency vio-
lated Full Faith and Credit Clause.

FTB v Hyatt (2016) ___ US ___, 136 S Ct 1277

Hyatt claimed that he moved from California to Nevada in

1991. The Franchise Tax Board of California (FTB), how-

ever, claimed that he moved in 1992, and therefore owed

California millions in back taxes, penalties, and interest.

Hyatt subsequently sued California for abusive audit and

investigation practices in Nevada state court under Nevada v

Hall (1979) 440 US 410, 99 S Ct 1182, which permits a state

court to exercise jurisdiction over another state in a tort

action. California sought to have the case dismissed based on

the Full Faith and Credit Clause (US Const art IV, §1), argu-

ing that Nevada was required to apply California’s sovereign

immunity law to the case.

In FTB v Hyatt (2003) 538 US 488, 123 S Ct 1683 (FTB

v Hyatt I), the United States Supreme Court held that Nevada

was required to immunize California only to the same extent

that Nevada law would immunize its own agencies and offi-

cials. Relevant here, Nevada law permits actions against

state agencies for acts taken in bad faith or for intentional

torts. On remand, the jury awarded Hyatt approximately

$500 million in damages and fees. California appealed, argu-

ing that Nevada v Hall should be overruled and that the Full

Faith and Credit Clause required Nevada to limit the maxi-

mum damages against California to that permitted against its

own agencies under state law.

Because it was equally divided, the Supreme Court

affirmed Nevada v Hall, and upheld Nevada’s jurisdiction

over the action. Although the Full Faith and Credit Clause

does not require one state to apply another state’s statute

when it conflicts with its own, it may not apply a law that

embodies a “policy of hostility” toward the sister state. See,

e.g., Carroll v Lanza (1955) 349 US 408, 75 S Ct 804. In

FTB v Hyatt I, the Supreme Court had held that California’s

complete immunity for its agencies would contravene

Nevada law, and that application of Nevada law did not

exhibit a hostility toward the public acts of California. Thus,

the Nevada Supreme Court’s application of Nevada law

allowing for tort actions against state agencies did not vio-

late the Full Faith and Credit Clause.

Under the same principles, however, the Nevada Supreme

Court violated the Full Faith and Credit Clause in permitting

a damages award in excess of $50,000. Under Nevada law,

damage awards for tort actions against its own state agencies

are limited to $50,000. Rather than adhering to its own legal
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principles regarding state immunity, the Nevada Supreme

Court instead applied a special rule applicable only to law-

suits against sister states, reasoning that California’s immu-

nity principles failed to provide adequate recourse to Nevada

citizens. In doing so, the Nevada court applied a law that was

openly hostile to California. Accordingly, the Supreme

Court vacated the damages award on constitutional grounds.

Intellectual Property

M. Danton Richardson and Leo E. Lundberg, Jr.

Copyright

De minimis exception to copyright infringement applies
to actions concerning copyrighted sound recordings.

VMG Salsoul, LLC v Ciccone (9th Cir, June 2, 2016, Nos.
13–57104, 14–55837) 2016 US App Lexis 10017

In the early 1990s, pop star Madonna released the song

Vogue to great commercial success. In this copyright

infringement action, plaintiff VMG Salsoul, LLC, alleged

that the producer of Vogue copied a .23-second segment of

horns from an early 1980s song known as Love Break, and

used a modified version of that snippet when recording

Vogue. Plaintiff specifically alleged that producer Pettibone

“sampled” certain sounds from the recording of Love Break

and added those sounds to Vogue. “Sampling” in this context

means the actual physical copying of sounds from an exist-

ing recording for use in a new recording, even if accom-

plished with slight modifications such as changes to pitch or

tempo. See Newton v Diamond (9th Cir 2004) 388 F3d 1189,

1192. Plaintiff asserted that defendants Madonna, Pettibone,

and others thus violated plaintiff’s copyrights to Love Break.

The district court granted summary judgment to the

defendants on two alternative grounds and awarded them

attorney fees under 17 USC §505. First, the district court

held that a reasonable juror could not conclude that the aver-

age audience would recognize the appropriation. Second, the

court applied the longstanding legal rule that “de minimis”

copying does not constitute infringement. The court held

that, even if plaintiff proved its allegations of actual copying,

the claim failed because the copying (if it occurred) was

trivial. Plaintiff appealed.

On de novo review, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the sum-

mary judgment in defendants’ favor. The court agreed with

the district court that, as a matter of law, a reasonable jury

could not conclude that a general audience would recognize

the brief snippet in Vogue as originating from Love Break.

Resolving an open question in the circuit, the Ninth Circuit

squarely held that the “de minimis” exception applies to

infringement actions concerning copyrighted sound record-

ings, just as it applies to all other copyright infringement

actions. The court rejected plaintiff’s argument that Con-

gress eliminated the “de minimis” exception to claims alleg-

ing infringement of a sound recording. Although the Sixth

Circuit held to the contrary in Bridgeport Music, Inc. v

Dimension Films (6th Cir 2005) 410 F3d 792, the leading

copyright treatise and several district courts have found

Bridgeport’s reasoning unpersuasive.

However, the Ninth Circuit concluded that the district

court abused its discretion in granting attorney fees to the

defendants under 17 USC §505. See Seltzer v Green Day,

Inc. (9th Cir 2013) 725 F3d 1170 (court reviewed for abuse

of discretion district court’s award of attorney fees under

§505). A claim premised on a legal theory adopted by the

only circuit court to have addressed the issue is, as a matter

of law, objectively reasonable. The district court’s conclu-

sion to the contrary constituted legal error. The court there-

fore vacated the award of fees and remanded for reconsidera-

tion.

COMMENT: “Strike a pose” … “Come on, Vogue.” So sang

Madonna in her huge pop hit back in the early 90s. Little did

we know that the mega-dance hit was not entirely original, at

least not according to facts viewed in a light most favorable to

the plaintiff in the summary judgment context. Those facts

indicated that Madonna’s co-creator of the song had

“sampled” a .23 second “horn hit” he created as part of a song

he had previously recorded for, and which was owned by,

another company. Accepting the copying as true, the Ninth

Circuit was called on to determine whether the district court

had properly dismissed the copyright infringement claims on

summary judgment based on a finding that any copying was

“de minimus.”

The Ciccone case represents an important development

in the area of copyright infringement, with the Ninth Circuit

joining a number of district courts in holding that the “de mini-

mus” exception applies to sound recordings. This is directly

contrary to the result reached by the Sixth Circuit in the case

of Bridgeport Music, Inc. v Dimension Films (6th Cir 2005)

410 F3d 792, which covers the important music hub of Nash-

ville and which found any sampling without a license to be an

infringement. The Ninth Circuit’s decision in Ciccone results

in a split among the circuits that hopefully will lead to the

Supreme Court settling the issue. As acknowledged by Cic-

cone, it has long been the standard that merely showing

copying alone is not enough to be actionable as infringement:

“Plaintiff must show that the copying was greater than de

minimus.” 2016 US App Lexis 10017 at *10.

The Ninth Circuit had not yet addressed the issue in the

context of sound recordings, though it had as to musical com-

positions in the case of Newton v Diamond (9th Cir 2004) 388

F3d 1189, 1193. Disagreeing with the reasoning of the Sixth

Circuit in Bridgeport, the Ninth Circuit relied on the legislative

history and language of 17 USC §114 to find that there was no

basis to treat sound recordings differently from other types of

copyrighted works. As a result, the court rejected Bridge-

port’s bright-line rule and, following Newton, confirmed that

the same standard applies to both a copyrighted composition

and a sound recording: “A ‘use is de minimus only if the aver-

age audience would not recognize the appropriation.’” 2016

US App Lexis 10017 at *11.

The district court gave so little weight to the logic of the

Bridgeport case that it believed the plaintiff should have

noted the cases critical of Bridgeport and not brought the

action.The Ninth Circuit found it was an abuse of discretion to
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award fees to the defendants because “[i]t plainly is reason-

able to bring a claim founded on the only circuit-court prec-

edent to have considered the legal issue, whether or not our

circuit ultimately agrees with that precedent.” 2016 US App

Lexis 10017 at *37.

The Honorable Barry G. Silverman dissented and would

have instead followed Bridgeport, making the colorful anal-

ogy that “[i]t is no defense to theft that the thief made off with

only a ‘de minimis’ part of the victim’s property.” However,

although appealing in a practical sense, that argument

ignores the statutory language which has long required that

for infringement to occur, the “taking” must be more than de

minimus. There is no statutory distinction made for sound

recordings.

As it currently stands, the circuit courts in two major music

hubs (Los Angeles and Nashville) employ different standards

regarding sampling, which can only lead to confusion and

uncertainty and fights over choice of forum and law.Whether

the de minimus exception should apply to sound recordings is

an issue that the Supreme Court should weigh in on, and the

outcome is far from certain considering that the more practi-

cal approach (a bright-line rule) is found in Bridgeport, while

the Ciccone decision appears to be more consistent with the

statutory language and legislative history. Either way, the best

approach is for music producers to obtain a license for any

sampled music, no matter how small, since how much is too

much will still be subject to debate, and a likely factual dis-

pute, even if the de minimus exception applies.—M.D.R.

CROSS-REFERENCES: For further discussion of the de

minimis exception to a claim of copyright infringement, see

Internet Law and Practice in California §14.17E (Cal CEB)

and Financing and Protecting California Businesses §12.20

(Cal CEB).

Patents

Patent Office’s decision to institute third party “inter
partes review” of patent claims is not appealable.

Cuozzo Speed Technols., LLC v Lee (June 20, 2016, No.
15–446) 2016 US Lexis 3927

The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (AIA) (Pub L

112–29, 125 Stat 284) creates an agency procedure called

“inter partes review” that allows a third party to ask the U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office to reexamine the claims in an

already-issued patent and to cancel any claim that the agency

finds to be unpatentable in light of prior art. The AIA pro-

vides, in relevant part, that the Patent Office’s decision

“whether to institute an inter partes review … shall be final

and non-appealable” (35 USC §314(d)), and grants the Pat-

ent Office authority to issue “regulations … establishing and

governing inter partes review” (35 USC §316(a)(4)). A Pat-

ent Office regulation issued under this authority provides

that, during inter partes review, a patent claim must be given

its broadest reasonable construction in light of the specifica-

tion of the patent in which it appears. 37 CFR §42.100(b).

In 2012, Garmin International, Inc., and Garmin USA,

Inc., sought inter partes review of all 20 claims of a patent

held by petitioner Cuozzo Speed Technologies, LLC, assert-

ing, among other things, that claim 17 was obvious in light

of three prior patents. The Patent Office agreed to review

claim 17 and to reexamine claims 10 and 14 on that same

ground after determining those claims to be logically linked

to the obviousness challenge to claim 17. The Patent Office,

through its Patent Trial and Appeal Board, concluded that

the claims were obvious in light of prior art. The Patent

Office denied for reasons of futility Cuozzo’s motion to

amend the claims, and canceled all three claims.

Cuozzo appealed to the Federal Circuit, claiming that the

Patent Office improperly instituted inter partes review with

respect to claims 10 and 14, and alleging that the Board

improperly used the “broadest reasonable construction”

standard to interpret the claims rather than the standard used

by courts, which gives claims their “ordinary meaning … as

understood by a person of skill in the art.” Phillips v AWH

Corp. (Fed Cir 2005) 415 F3d 1303, 1314. The Federal Cir-

cuit rejected both arguments, reasoning that §314(d) made

the Patent Office’s decision to institute inter partes review

nonappealable. The court further concluded that the Patent

Office’s regulation was a reasonable exercise of the agency’s

rulemaking authority.

The Supreme Court affirmed, holding that §314(d) barred

Cuozzo’s challenge to the Patent Office’s decision to insti-

tute inter partes review. Section 314(d) expressly states that

the Patent Office’s determinations on whether to institute

inter partes review “shall be final and nonappealable.” More-

over, construing §314(d) to permit judicial review of the pre-

liminary decision to institute inter partes review undercuts

the important congressional objective of giving the agency

significant power to revisit and revise earlier patent grants.

Past practice in respect to related proceedings, including the

predecessor to inter partes review, also supports the conclu-

sion that Congress did not intend for courts to review these

initial determinations. Finally, reading §314(d) as limited to

interlocutory appeals would render the provision largely

superfluous in light of the Administrative Procedure Act (5

USC §§551–559, 701–706, 1305, 3105, 3344, 4301, 5335,

5372, 7521). The strong presumption favoring judicial

review (Mach Mining, LLC v EEOC (2015) 575 US ___, 135

S Ct 1645) was overcome by these clear and convincing indi-

cations that Congress intended to bar review. Block v Com-

munity Nutrition Inst. (1984) 467 US 340, 349, 104 S Ct

2450.

However, given that presumption, the Court’s interpreta-

tion applies to cases in which the challenge is to the Patent

Office’s determination to initiate an inter partes review under

35 USC §314, or when the challenge consists of questions

closely tied to the application and interpretation of statutes

related to that determination. Cuozzo’s claim does not impli-

cate a constitutional question, nor does it present other ques-

tions of interpretation that reach well beyond “this section”

(i.e., §314) in terms of scope and impact. Rather, Cuozzo’s

allegation that Garmin’s petition did not plead “with particu-

larity” the challenge to claims 10 and 14 as required by §312

is little more than a challenge to the Patent Office’s conclu-

sion under §314(a) that the “information presented in the

petition” warranted review.
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The Court further held that the Patent Office regulation

requiring the Board to apply the broadest reasonable con-

struction standard to interpret patent claims is a reasonable

exercise of the rulemaking authority granted to the Patent

Office by statute. Thus, the Patent Office acted within its

authority under 35 USC §316(a)(4) when it adopted 37 CFR

§42.100(b). When a statute leaves a gap or is ambiguous, the

Court typically interprets a congressional grant of rulemak-

ing authority as giving the agency leeway to enact rules that

are reasonable in light of the text, nature, and purpose of the

statute. Here, the statute grants the Patent Office the author-

ity to issue regulations “governing inter partes review,” and

no statutory provision unambiguously mandates a particular

claim construction standard. The Patent Office’s rulemaking

authority is not limited to procedural regulations.

The nature and purpose of inter partes review does not

unambiguously require the Patent Office to apply one par-

ticular claim construction standard. Cuozzo’s argument that

the aim of inter partes review—to establish trial-like proce-

dures for reviewing previously issued patents—supports the

application of the “ordinary meaning” standard ignores the

fact that inter partes review is significantly less like a judicial

proceeding and more like a specialized agency proceeding.

This indicates that Congress designed a hybrid proceeding.

Thus, the purpose of inter partes review is not only to resolve

patent-related disputes among parties, but also to protect the

public’s “paramount interest in seeing that patent monopo-

lies … are kept within their legitimate scope.” Precision

Instrument Mfg. Co. v Automotive Maintenance Mach. Co.

(1945) 324 US 806, 816, 65 S Ct 993. Nothing in the stat-

ute’s language or purpose, or its legislative history, suggests

that Congress determined the applicable standard for inter

partes review.

The regulation (37 CFR §42.100(b)) is a reasonable exer-

cise of the Patent Office’s rulemaking authority. The broad-

est reasonable construction standard helps ensure precision

in drafting claims and prevents a patent from tying up too

much knowledge, which, in turn, helps members of the pub-

lic draw useful information from the disclosed invention and

understand the lawful limits of the claim. The Patent Office

has used this standard for more than 100 years and has

applied it in proceedings that, as here, resemble district court

litigation. The Court rejected Cuozzo’s argument that apply-

ing this standard in inter partes review is unfair to a patent

holder, who may move to amend at least once in the review

process, and who has had several opportunities to amend in

the original application process. Although the application of

one standard in inter partes review and another in district

court proceedings may produce inconsistent outcomes, that

structure is inherent to Congress’s regulatory design, and

consistent with past practice, since the patent system has

long provided different tracks for the review and adjudica-

tion of patent claims. Thus, the Patent Office’s regulation is

reasonable, and the Court cannot decide whether a better

alternative exists as a matter of policy.

COMMENT: The Supreme Court’s ruling in Cuozzo solidifies

a powerful mechanism to challenge the validity and scope of

a patent, through the use of the inter partes review process.A

patent holder may not challenge the Patent Office’s decision

to institute inter partes review on appeal, even if the Patent

Office sua sponte expands its review based on its own deter-

mination that additional claims are dependent on the chal-

lenged claim. Furthermore, the Patent Office may use a more

lax standard of review than is available in a district court law-

suit challenging a patent’s validity. While the patent holder

may move to amend a challenged claim during the inter

partes review process, only one attempt to amend the chal-

lenged claim is available to the patent holder. Thus, utilizing

the inter partes review process is an efficient and cost-

effective means of challenging a patent holder’s monopoly on

developing technology.

The ruling in Cuozzo gives impetus to those who seek to

break the stranglehold on technological advancement often

created by an overly broad patent. Those accused of patent

infringement would be wise to consider the advantages of the

inter partes review process when contemplating how to

respond to such claims.—L.E.L.

CROSS-REFERENCE: For further discussion of inter partes

review, see California Business Litigation §§8.94A, 8.95C,

8.141 (Cal CEB).

Contracts

Plaintiff failed to establish substantial similarity between
science fiction short story and subsequently produced
science fiction film.

Ryder v Lightstorm Entertainment, Inc. (2016) 246 CA4th
1064

In this idea submission case, Ryder, a short story writer,

sued director James Cameron and Lightstorm Entertain-

ment, Inc., a film production company, asserting claims for

breach of fiduciary duty, breach of express contract, breach

of implied contract, promissory fraud, fraud and deceit, and

negligent misrepresentation. Between 1996 and 1998, Ryder

wrote a science fiction short story entitled “KRZ 2068.” In

2000, Ryder presented the story to Lightstorm for possible

development into a movie. Cameron did not participate in

this meeting and Lightstorm ultimately passed on the proj-

ect. Ryder alleged that defendants fraudulently expressed

interest in developing KRZ 2068 and then used parts of it in

the director’s 2009 science fiction film, Avatar, for which the

director had also written the screenplay in 1995. Ryder filed

suit after the film was released, alleging the unauthorized use

of parts of KRZ 2068. The trial court granted summary judg-

ment on the contract and fiduciary duty claims. Specifically,

the trial court held that Ryder failed to create an inference of

use: Cameron independently created Avatar, no triable issue

of fact pertained to the existence of a joint venture or express

contract, and there was no triable issue of fact as to fraud.

The court of appeal affirmed, concluding that Ryder’s

contract and fiduciary duty claims failed because the court

found no similarity between the projects as a matter of law.

Ryder improperly sought to use the doctrine of equitable

estoppel offensively to establish the contract claims by bar-
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ring defendants from relying on Cameron’s original preex-

isting script-length treatment to undermine the inference of

use. However, equitable estoppel acts defensively only. Fur-

ther, nothing in the record remotely supported Ryder’s claim

that the production company expressly agreed not to use pre-

existing elements in the director’s script-length treatment

that were similar to elements in the writer’s story. The 12

elements that Ryder claimed were added to defendants’ film

beyond the director’s original script-length treatment were

not substantially similar. Ryder thus failed to prove that

defendants used his ideas for the film.

Ryder’s fraud claims failed because Ryder did not offer

evidence raising a triable issue of material fact. Ryder

offered no evidence supporting an inference that the defen-

dants made any intentional misrepresentations or false

promises, and also failed to offer any evidence of resulting

harm.

Employers and Employees

Tyler M. Paetkau

Wages and Hours

Employer’s policy of rounding off employee time stamps
to nearest quarter-hour comported with federal law.

Corbin v Time Warner Entertainment-Advance/Newhouse
Partnership (9th Cir 2016) 821 F3d 1069

Defendant Time Warner Entertainment-Advance/

Newhouse Partnership (TWEAN) operates a call center

where employees field telephone calls from customers.

TWEAN uses an online timekeeping system, Kronos Con-

nect. Kronos Connect directly links an employee’s time

stamps to a program called Avaya, a soft-phone system that

must be activated before employees can begin taking cus-

tomer phone calls. When an employee logs into Avaya to

begin work, the employee is automatically clocked into Kro-

nos Connect. The Avaya/Kronos system operates similarly

for clocking out. The system was designed to help prevent

off-the-clock work, blocking employees from answering

customer calls unless they are properly clocked into

TWEAN’s timekeeping software. TWEAN’s compensation

policies incorporate a rounding procedure relying on the

time stamps recorded by theAvaya/Kronos system.When an

employee uses Avaya/Kronos to log in and out, the system

rounds off each time stamp recorded to the nearest quarter-

hour. For example, an employee who clocks in at 8:07 a.m.

would see a wage statement reflecting a clock-in of 8:00

a.m., rounding off time to the nearest quarter-hour and cred-

iting seven minutes of work time when not actually on the

clock. Similarly, an employee who clocks out at 5:05 p.m.

would see a wage statement reflecting a clock-out of 5:00

p.m., rounding off time to the nearest quarter-hour and

deducting five minutes of work time during which the

employee was actually on the clock. TWEAN pays nonex-

empt employees in accordance with these rounded figures at

the end of each pay period.

Plaintiff Corbin filed a putative class action against

TWEAN in state court, alleging he lost $15.02 in earned

wages, specifically overtime compensation, over a 1-year

period due to the rounding policy. Corbin also alleged that he

once logged onto an auxiliary computer program before log-

ging into Avaya, resulting in a minute of uncompensated

work that was not captured by TWEAN’s system. Corbin

asserted these losses are compensable under the Fair Labor

Standards Act (FLSA) (29 USC §§201–219) and California

employment laws. TWEAN removed the action under the

ClassAction FairnessAct of 2005 (Pub L 109–2, 119 Stat 4).

The district court granted summary judgment in favor of

TWEAN, reasoning that the challenge to the rounding policy

failed because the policy was neutral and complied with the

federal rounding regulation, 29 CFR §785.48(b). The claim

based on a single minute of uncompensated work time failed

because the claim was de minimis as a matter of law. 29 CFR

§785.47.

The Ninth Circuit affirmed, concluding TWEAN’s round-

ing policy did not violate the federal rounding regulation.

The rounding regulation permits employers to round off

employees’ starting and ending times at work, provided the

employer’s method does not result in a failure, over a period

of time, to compensate employees for time actually worked.

Here, TWEAN’s rounding policy was facially neutral and

neutral as applied, because it allowed employees to gain

overtime compensation just as easily as it caused them to

lose it. The court rejected Corbin’s assertion that an

employer violates the rounding regulation if its rounding

policy results in any loss of compensation to an employee.

This interpretation would mean that the regulation was vio-

lated unless every worker broke even or benefited every pay

period. The court explained that the regulation, which uses

the plural, “employees,” was not intended to be applied indi-

vidually to each employee in this manner. Further, interpret-

ing the regulation to require analyzing every employee’s

gains and losses every pay period would render the regula-

tion useless. Corbin’s logging-in claim, alleging lost com-

pensation for 1 minute of time spent loading an auxiliary

computer program before clocking into the Avaya/Kronos

system, failed under the de minimus rule, which provides

that employees may not recover for otherwise compensable

time if it was de minimus due to the practical administrative

difficulty of recording small amounts of time for payroll pur-

poses. 29 CFR §785.47.

COMMENT: The significance of this practical decision for

California employers is that the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

found that the plaintiff’s state law claims were purely deriva-

tive of his federal FLSA claims, meaning that they depended

on the viability of the plaintiff’s challenges to both the federal

“rounding” regulation, 29 CFR §785.48(b), and the “de mini-

mis” rule. The Ninth Circuit cited with approval a California

Court of Appeal decision, See’s Candy Shops, Inc.v Superior

Court (2012) 210 CA4th 889, 903, which had previously
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endorsed the federal rounding regulation. See’s Candy rec-

ognized that the federal rounding regulation permits “employ-

ers to efficiently calculate hours worked without imposing any

burden on employees,” offering employers a “practical

method for calculating work time” and a “neutral calculation

tool for providing full payment to employees.” 210 CA4th at

903. See’s Candy reasoned that according to the plaintiff’s

argument, employers could only “lawfully use the rounding

method … if they engage[d] in a ‘mini actuarial process at the

time of payroll’ and reconcile[d] the rounding with actual time

punches.” 210 CA4th at 904 (quoting plaintiff’s argument).

According to the Ninth Circuit: “Put differently, the employers

would have to ‘un-round’ every employee’s time stamps for

every pay period to verify that the rounding policy had benefit-

ted every employee. If that was the case, why would any

employer ever implement a rounding policy at all? The proper

interpretation of the federal rounding regulation cannot be

one that renders it entirely useless.” 821 F3d 1069 at *16.

Employers desiring to implement a rounding policy should

ensure that it is facially neutral, rounding “all employee time

punches to the nearest quarter-hour without an eye towards

whether the employer or the employee is benefitting from the

rounding.” In other words, employers should ensure that their

rounding policy “is not the sort that ‘systematically undercom-

pensates employees’ by ‘only rounding down.’” 821 F3d 1069

at *16, quoting See’s Candy, 210 CA4th at 902. Employers

should also ensure that their rounding policies are “mechani-

cal and do[ ] not depend on managerial oversight.”

With regard to the plaintiff’s “logging in” claim for 1 minute

of alleged uncompensated work, and TimeWarner’s de mini-

mis defense, the Ninth Circuit explained that although there is

“no precise amount of time” that courts have labeled de mini-

mis per se, “[m]ost courts have found daily periods of approxi-

mately 10 minutes de minimis even though otherwise com-

pensable.” Lindow v U.S. (9th Cir 1984) 738 F2d 1057, 1062.

Consequently, employers should not be optimistic about pre-

vailing on a de minimis defense when the alleged uncompen-

sated work exceeds 10 minutes on a daily basis.

One word of caution for California employers: As the Ninth

Circuit noted in footnotes 4 and 11 of its unanimous opinion,

the California Supreme Court has not yet weighed in on the

applicability of the federal rounding regulation or the federal

de minimis rule, respectively, to California state wage laws.

See See’s Candy, 210 CA4th at 901 (adopting federal round-

ing regulation);Gomez v Lincare, Inc. (2009) 173 CA4th 508,

527 (applying federal de minimis rule to state wage claim).

However, the California Division of Labor Standards Enforce-

ment (DLSE) has adopted the federal rounding regulation

and the de minimis rule in its manual. See DLSE Operations

and Procedures Manual §§47.1, 47.2, 47.2.1 (2010) (explain-

ing that the de minimis rule applies “where there are uncer-

tain and indefinite periods of time involved of a few seconds

or minutes duration, and where the failure to count such time

is due to considerations justified by industrial realities” and

“practical administrative matter[s]”). (The manual is available

at http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/dlsemanual/dlse_enfcmanual.

pdf.) It is possible that the supreme court will not approve

See’s Candy, Gomez v Lincare, and the DLSE position

adopting the federal rounding regulation and the de minimis

rule.—T.M.P.

CROSS-REFERENCES: For further discussion of the round-

ing of time entries, see California Wage and Hour Law and

Litigation §1.19 (Cal CEB) and Advising California Employers

and Employees §5.54C (Cal CEB).

Summary adjudication on rest period claims was
improper when triable issue of fact remained as to
whether implementing preferred rest schedule under rel-
evant wage order was impracticable.

Rodriguez v E.M.E., Inc. (2016) 246 CA4th 1027

Rodriguez is a former employee of E.M.E., Inc., a metal

finishing company. E.M.E. assigns its employees to two

shifts. During the first shift, employees receive a 20-minute

rest break at 9:30 or 9:40 a.m. and a 30-minute meal break at

12:30 p.m. During the second shift, employees receive a

30-minute meal break at 5:30 p.m. and a 20-minute rest

break at 8:00 p.m. After ending his employment, Rodriguez

filed a class action lawsuit against E.M.E., alleging that

E.M.E. failed to provide adequate meal and rest breaks in

violation of Lab C §§226.7 and 512, among other claims.

E.M.E. sought summary judgment or adjudication on each

of Rodriguez’s individual and class claims, arguing that

E.M.E. always provided 30-minute meal breaks and that its

combined 20-minute rest periods before or after meal breaks

were lawful. The trial court granted E.M.E.’s summary judg-

ment motion and dismissed the entire complaint.

The court of appeal reversed as to the rest break claims,

holding that a genuine issue of material fact existed as to

whether providing a 10-minute rest break before and after a

30-minute meal break at a metal finishing facility was “prac-

ticable.” Wage Order No. 1–2001, which applies to the

manufacturing industry, requires employers to “permit all

employees to take rest periods, which insofar as practicable

shall be in the middle of each work period.” Employers must

allow for a 10-minue rest period for every 4 hours worked.

Similarly, employers must provide a 30-minute meal period

for every 5 hours worked. In Brinker Restaurant Corp. v

Superior Court (2012) 53 C4th 1004, the California

Supreme Court held that under a similar wage order, an

employer need only make a good effort to provide rest

breaks in the middle of each work period, but may “deviate

from that preferred course where practical considerations

render it infeasible.”

Here, E.M.E. presented evidence of the longevity and

popularity of the combined meal and rest periods among

employees, as well as evidence that the statutorily preferred

schedule would cause 20 minutes of lost work due to the

time it takes for employees to prepare for their rest periods

and to resume working when they return from those rest

periods. Accordingly, E.M.E. met its initial burden of show-

ing that the departure was appropriate. However, Rodri-

guez’s own evidence that implementing the preferred sched-

ule would not impede on E.M.E.’s production processes

created a triable issue of fact as to whether the preferred

schedule was in fact impracticable. In particular, Rodri-
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guez’s declaration directly challenged E.M.E.’s claim that

the majority of workers would require 10 minutes to prepare

for their breaks and another 10 minutes to resume working.

Thus, the trial court erred in granting summary adjudication

as to Rodriguez’s rest break claims.

The court of appeal affirmed summary adjudication as to

the meal break claims, finding that Rodriguez forfeited the

issue by failing to discuss the claim on appeal.

COMMENT: California law requires employers to provide a

10-minute rest break in the middle of work periods before and

after the required 30-minute meal break “insofar as practi-

cable.” Despite the California Supreme Court’s decision in

Brinker Restaurant Corp. v Superior Court, it remains the

employer’s burden to prove that providing employees working

a standard 8-hour day with the two required 10-minute rest

breaks before and after the employee’s meal break (i.e., not

combining the two rest breaks into one 20-minute break, or

combining a rest break with the meal break) is impractical.

Further, as in this case, whether it was “impractical” for an

employer to provide the rest breaks before and after the meal

break is likely to raise triable issues of material fact, preclud-

ing summary judgment/adjudication. Compounding these

practical problems, the court did not provide much guidance

on precisely how an employer would meet its burden of proof

on “impracticability,” or even define the standard. Instead, the

court nebulously concluded that a departure “from the pre-

ferred [breaks] schedule is permissible only when the depar-

ture (1) will not unduly affect employee welfare and (2) is tai-

lored to alleviate a material burden that would be imposed on

the employer by implementing the preferred schedule.” 246

CA4th at 1040. In light of this employee-protective “standard,”

employers should ensure that they do not combine rest

breaks, and instead provide them separately before and after

the required meal break, even when (as here) the majority of

employees would prefer to combine their breaks.—T.M.P.

CROSS-REFERENCES: Rest breaks are discussed in

greater detail in Advising California Employers and Employ-

ees §5.48 (Cal CEB). See also California Wage and Hour

Law and Litigation §15.75 (Cal CEB) about the litigation of

rest break claims.

Arbitration and Mediation

Employee’s acceptance of employment conditioned on
assent to terms of employee handbook, including arbi-
tration provision, constituted valid agreement to arbi-
trate.

Harris v Tap Worldwide, LLC (June 22, 2016, B262504) 2016
Cal App Lexis 493

Dwayne Harris sued his employer, TAPWorldwide, LLC,

for racial discrimination, marital status discrimination,

retaliation, and related claims. TAP moved to compel arbi-

tration, arguing that Harris had received an employee hand-

book containing an arbitration provision before commencing

his employment. The arbitration provision provided that, “If

Employee voluntarily continues his/her employment with

TAP after the effective date of this Policy, Employee will be

deemed to have knowingly and voluntarily consented to and

accepted all of the terms and conditions set forth herein

without exception.… If for any reason, an applicant fails to

execute the Agreement to Arbitrate yet begins employment,

that employee will be deemed to have consented to the

Agreement to Arbitrate by virtue of receipt of this Hand-

book.”

According to Harris, he had only acknowledged receipt of

the documents but otherwise had never received or signed an

agreement to arbitrate. He further argued that acknowledg-

ing receipt of the handbook was insufficient to demonstrate

an agreement to arbitrate. He also contended that the arbitra-

tion agreement was illusory based on the Acknowledgement

and Receipt of the Employee Handbook document, which

provided that a party should “understand that except for the

‘employment at-will’ relationship, any and all policies, prac-

tices, and benefit programs … can be changed, modified,

supplemented, revised or rescinded at any time by the Com-

pany … with or without prior notice.” Alternatively, Harris

argued that any arbitration agreement would be unconscio-

nable because he was never informed of such an agreement

and because TAP’s unilateral ability to rewrite the agreement

without notice rendered was unfairly one-sided.

The trial court denied TAP’s motion to compel arbitra-

tion, and TAP appealed.

The Second District Court of Appeal reversed, holding

that there was a valid arbitration agreement and that the

agreement was not illusory. Distinguishing the case from

those cited by Harris, the court noted that the acknowledge-

ment form signed by Harris included acknowledging receiv-

ing both the employee handbook and the attached arbitration

agreement. Compare Sparks v Vista Del Mar Child & Fam-

ily Servs. (2012) 207 CA4th 1511 (acknowledgment form

did not bind employee to arbitration provision when form

did not reference arbitration clause). Indeed, the arbitration

agreement was specifically highlighted in the signed form as

the appendix to the employee handbook. Moreover, an

agreement to arbitrate may be express or implied so long as

it is written. See Craig v Brown & Root, Inc. (2000) 84

CA4th 416 (acceptance of agreement to arbitrate may be

express or implied in fact). Here, plaintiff was offered

employment on an at-will basis under the terms of the

employee handbook. Harris unequivocally accepted the

offer of employment by commencing work for TAP, thereby

assenting to the terms of the handbook, including its arbitra-

tion provision.

Moreover, the agreement was not illusory merely because

it could be unilaterally modified by TAP. First, although the

employee handbook contained a broad modification clause

concerning general employment policies and practices, the

arbitration provision included a distinct modification clause

which required that any modification be in writing and

signed by both parties. Second, citing relevant California

precedent, the court noted that a contracting party’s power to

unilaterally alter a material contractual term does not render

the entire agreement illusory, because such a power is

implicitly limited by the covenant of good faith and fair deal-

ing. See, e.g., Serafin v Balco Props. Ltd., LLC (2015) 235

CA4th 165 (employer’s right to modify practices at any time
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did not render arbitration agreement illusory because of

implied covenant). Because the arbitration agreement was

valid and not illusory, the trial court erred in denying TAP’s

motion to compel arbitration.

In an unpublished portion of the opinion, the court further

found that the arbitration provision was not unconscionable.

CROSS-REFERENCES: On the use of employee handbooks

to create employment contracts, see Drafting Employment

Documents for California Employers §§9.3, 9.35 (Cal CEB)

and Advising California Employers and Employees §§10.4,

10.6 (Cal CEB).

ERISA

Employer’s stock rights plan did not qualify as employee
pension plan subject to ERISA.

Rich v Schrader (9th Cir, May 24, 2016, No. 14–55484) 2016
US App Lexis 9488

Rich worked for management consulting firm BoozAllen

Hamilton (BAH) from 1987 until 2005. During an employee

evaluation in September 2003, BAH recommended that Rich

begin the process of voluntary retirement. After discussing

the recommendation with BAH’s senior vice president, Rich

retired on March 31, 2005. During his employment, Rich

participated in BAH’s stock rights plan, under which he

accumulated 30,500 shares of BAH stock. Under the plan,

BAH had the right to repurchase shares when an employee

retires. On March 31, 2007, BAH purchased all of Rich’s

shares for approximately $4.5 million. In July 2008, BAH

sold a portion of its business and its shareholders received

$763 per share. Rich did not receive any compensation from

the sale because he was no longer a shareholder. On April 1,

2009, Rich sued BAH for breach of contract and violations

of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

(ERISA) (29 USC §§1001–1461), among other claims. The

trial court dismissed the ERISA claims, finding that the

stock rights plan was not an employee pension plan subject

to the Act. Subsequently, the trial court granted summary

judgment for BAH on Rich’s breach of contract claim, ruling

that it was time-barred.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed. Under Cali-

fornia law, a breach of contract claim must be brought within

4 years of the date of the alleged breach. CCP §337.

Although Rich claimed that the cause of action did not

accrue until his date of termination in 2005, his claim was

primarily based on BAH’s alleged failure to provide a fair

assessment of his performance as required by his employ-

ment agreement. Thus, the claim had accrued in September

2003, when BAH first recommended that Rich consider vol-

untary retirement during its evaluation process. As such,

Rich’s breach of contract claim was time-barred.

Rich’s ERISA claims also failed because BAH’s stock

rights plan did not constitute an employee pension plan cov-

ered by the Act. A plan is an employee pension plan if it “(i)

provides retirement income to employees, or (ii) results in

deferral of income by employees for periods extending to the

termination of covered employment or beyond.” 29 USC

§1002(2)(A). Here, BAH’s stock rights plan was not

designed to provide either retirement benefits or deferred

compensation. Rather, the plan was designed to provide

incentives for BAH employees to remain with the company

and to provide for the company’s capital needs. BAH poli-

cies and communications further indicated that the plan was

not to be “viewed as an estate-building vehicle” and that

“[l]iquidation of stock is a return of capital rather than a

source of retirement income.” Thus, the trial court properly

found that the plan was not an employee pension plan sub-

ject to ERISA.

Business Litigation

Attorneys; Defamation

Plaintiff had no possibility of prevailing on defamation
and trade libel claims when challenged press release
was absolutely privileged as “fair and true” report of
judicial proceedings.

J-M Mfg.Co. v Phillips & Cohen LLP (2016) 247 CA4th 87

Phillips & Cohen represented governmental clients in a

False Claims Act action against J-M Manufacturing Co. In

the underlying action, the jury found that J-M had knowingly

misrepresented that two of its pipes had been manufactured

in compliance with industry standards for long-term strength

and durability. Subsequently, Phillips & Cohen issued a cel-

ebratory press release headlined, “JM Eagle faces billions in

damages after jury finds JM liable for making and selling

faulty water system pipes.” The release continued to state

that a “federal jury unanimously agreed last night that [J-M]

… knowingly manufactured and sold to government entities

substandard plastic pipe that was used in water and sewer

systems in various states around the country.”

J-M filed a complaint for defamation and trade libel,

alleging that language in the press release describing the

pipe as “faulty,” “substandard,” “weak,” and “shoddy” was

not a fair or accurate report of the proceedings and grossly

misrepresented the jury’s findings. J-M further argued that

the jury had merely found that J-M had falsely represented

uniform compliance with industry standards and never

addressed whether the pipe was actually substandard or

defective.

Phillips & Cohen brought an anti-SLAPP motion to

strike, arguing that both causes of action were based on pub-

lic statements involving a matter of public interest and that

J-M could not show a probability of prevailing on the merits

because the allegedly libelous or defamatory statements are

privileged as a “true and fair report of ongoing litigation”

under CC §47(d). The trial court denied the motion, finding

that J-M had a probability of prevailing on the merits

because a reasonable juror could find that the press release’s

description that J-M was liable for making and selling faulty

water pipes was not a “fair and true” report of the jury’s ver-

dict.
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The Second District Court of Appeal reversed, holding

that the press release was privileged under CC §47(d) and

thus precluded J-M’s claims for defamation and trade libel as

a matter of law. The court noted that an average reader would

reasonably understand the press release to describe the sub-

stantial evidence detailing J-M’s policy of emphasizing pro-

duction quotas over quality control and the jury’s special

findings that J-M knowingly misrepresented that its pipe had

been manufactured and tested according to industry strength

and durability standards. J-M’s contention that the release

falsely stated that the pipe was defective or had actually

failed relied on “snippets taken out of context” or derived

from posttrial statements by government officials that were

properly attributed in the release. The court also noted that,

in measuring what constitutes a “fair and true report,” the

defendant is permitted a degree of literary license, so long as

the publication accurately reflects the substance of the pro-

ceedings. See, e.g., Balzaga v Fox News Network, LLC

(2009) 173 CA4th 1325 (privilege applies if publication cap-

tures gist or sting of statements made in proceedings); Read-

er’s Digest Ass’n v Superior Court (1984) 37 CA3d 244 (fair

and true report may contain degree of literary license). Here,

the substance of Phillip & Cohen’s press release was accu-

rate and any alleged exaggeration fell within the permissible

degree of literary license afforded media communications

concerning judicial proceedings. Thus, the press release was

absolutely privileged under CC §47(d) and precluded any

possibility that J-M would prevail on the merits.

CROSS-REFERENCE: For further discussion of the privilege

defense to a claim of trade libel, see California Business Liti-

gation §11.94 (Cal CEB).

Discovery

Judgment debtor’s conduct warranted trial court order
directing production of tax returns and other financial
documents.

Li v Yan (2016) 247 CA4th 56

This is the second appeal byYan arising out of a judgment

in favor of Li, awarding Li $552,412, including prejudgment

interest. This appeal arises out of the efforts by Li’s attorney

to enforce that judgment, and particularly from an order

involving examination ofYan as a judgment debtor. See CCP

§708.110. The trial court found that Yan had objected to

every request set out in a subpoena duces tecum that Li

attempted to serve, but Yan had evaded. In light of Yan’s

apparent history of obstructing Li’s discovery efforts, the

court ordered that Yan produce all documents responsive to

Li’s subpoena.Yan appealed.

The court of appeal affirmed, holding that the trial court

did not abuse its discretion in ordering Yan to comply with

Li’s subpoena for financial records becauseYan had engaged

in a continuing pattern of obstructing the creditor’s discov-

ery efforts. The court rejected Yan’s first argument that he

was not properly served. See CCP §1987(a). Yan’s appear-

ance was compelled by the order of examination that was

personally served—service Yan did not challenge—and a

judgment creditor may obtain documents from a judgment

debtor either by subpoena duces tecum or by a discovery

request for production. Even assuming some defect in the

process, it would be unavailing, sinceYan had appeared and

was examined on at least two occasions in 2015. This consti-

tuted a waiver of any claimed jurisdictional defect. By mak-

ing an appearance in the action,Yan submitted to the court’s

personal jurisdiction, and no service was required.

The court rejected Yan’s second argument that the judge

erred in denying Yan’s claim of privilege as to tax returns.

The court explained that judgment debtor examinations

serve an important function in our judicial system. The

examination is to uncover all assets the judgment debtor has

that could respond to the judgment—to leave no stone

unturned in the search for assets. The object of the proceed-

ing is to compel the judgment debtor to give information

concerning his or her property, and the creditor’s examina-

tion is permitted to be wide in its scope concerning the prop-

erty and business affairs of the judgment debtor. These prin-

ciples and policies compel the conclusion that Yan must

produce his tax returns.

California courts have interpreted state taxation statutes

as creating a statutory privilege against the disclosure of

returns. The purpose of the privilege is to encourage volun-

tary filing of tax returns and truthful reporting of income,

and thus to facilitate tax collection.Webb v Standard Oil Co.

(1957) 49 C2d 509. However, this privilege is not absolute

and will be denied when (1) the circumstances indicate an

intentional waiver of the privilege; (2) the gravamen of the

lawsuit is inconsistent with the privilege; or (3) a public

policy greater than that of the confidentiality of tax returns is

involved. This last exception is narrow and applies only

when warranted by a legislatively declared public policy.

Weingarten v Superior Court (2002) 102 CA4th 268, 274

(privilege for tax returns yielded to policy permitting discov-

ery in support of punitive damages claim). Here, the strong

public policy at play is to prevent fraud against creditors,

lenders, and perhaps the court. Given that Yan’s circum-

stances included some claimed transfers to family members

(who might be complicit in his machinations), that Yan’s

answers at the judgment debtor examinations were less than

forthcoming and were hard to believe, and thatYan’s refusal

to produce relevant financial information was not an isolated

incident, the claim of privilege was properly denied.

Internet

Nonparty to lawsuit may be ordered to remove defen-
dant’s defamatory comments from its website.

Hassell v Bird (2016) 247 CA4th 1336

Attorney Hassell and her firm sued a former client, Bird,

alleging causes of action for defamation, trade libel, false

light invasion of privacy, and intentional infliction of emo-

tional distress based on Bird’s negative and inaccurate

reviews of the firm posted on Yelp.com. In seeking injunc-

tive relief, Hassell alleged that Bird’s ongoing wrongful acts

were the direct and proximate cause of substantial pecuniary
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losses and irreparable injury to Hassell’s business reputation

and good will, and that the firm was entitled to an injunction

because there was no adequate remedy at law to compensate

Hassell and the firm for their continuing injuries. The trial

court found Bird liable for defamation in the online reviews

and issued an injunction ordering her to remove the defama-

tory reviews. The order also required Yelp, Inc. to remove

Bird’s defamatory reviews from its website. Yelp, Inc., who

was not a party in the defamation action, filed a motion to

vacate the judgment that the trial court denied.

The court of appeal affirmed the order denying Yelp’s

motion to vacate the judgment and remanded the case with

directions. The court addressed two issues before turning to

the merits. First, the court rejectedYelp’s attempts to charac-

terize the removal order as an injunction. The judgment was

entered solely against Bird, and the injunctive order was

directed solely at Bird’s defamatory speech. The removal

order was limited to statements covered by that injunction,

statements attributed to Bird that she had been ordered to

remove. Thus, the removal order did not impose any inde-

pendent restraint on Yelp’s autonomy. Under these circum-

stances, characterizing the removal order as an injunction

creates unnecessary confusion about the clear distinction

between the removal order and the underlying injunction

against Bird. Yelp could not bootstrap its collateral attack of

an allegedly void order into a substantive appeal of the

default judgment itself. The question of whether the trial

court should have granted an injunction against Bird is out-

side the scope of this appeal.

Second, the order denying Yelp’s motion to vacate the

judgment contains findings and a conclusion as to Hassell’s

contention thatYelp was aiding and abetting Bird’s violation

of the judgment. However, it appears that neither the trial

court nor the parties ever considered whether that issue is

cognizable in the context of a nonstatutory motion to vacate

a judgment. The only issue properly raised byYelp’s motion

is whether the judge lacked authority to make the removal

order implementing the injunction. What Yelp did after that

judgment was entered—whether it became an aider and

abettor with respect to Bird’s postjudgment violation of the

injunction—is a separate issue that may be relevant in a

future contempt action against Yelp. However, the judge’s

adjudication of this issue is premature and potentially

improper to the extent the proceedings lacked the procedural

safeguards that go along with a contempt proceeding. The

findings of fact regardingYelp’s aiding and abetting are irrel-

evant to the issues properly raised in this appeal.

Due process did not bar the removal order, despite the

lack of notice of hearing toYelp, the nonparty website where

the review was posted, in part because the order treated the

website as the administrator of a forum used to publish

defamatory reviews, not as a publisher.

The removal order did not violate Yelp’s First Amend-

ment rights to the extent that it required Yelp to remove

Bird’s defamatory reviews. The order to remove three state-

ments did not constitute a prior restraint. However, to the

extent it purports to cover statements other than Bird’s

defamatory reviews, the removal order is an overbroad

unconstitutional prior restraint on speech.

Finally,Yelp’s immunity from suit under the Communica-

tions DecencyAct of 1996 (47 USC §230) does not extend to

the removal order. The order did not impose any liability on

the website.

CROSS-REFERENCES: For further discussion of actions for

the removal of defamatory material from a website, see Cali-

fornia Business Litigation §9.56J (Cal CEB) and Internet Law

and Practice in California §§20.2, 20.5–20.6 (Cal CEB).

Business and Professions

Attorneys

The fact that arbitrator’s consulting practice involved
auditing attorney bills was insufficient to demonstrate
bias warranting disqualification from arbitrating fee dis-
pute.

Baxter v Bock (2016) 247 CA4th 775

Attorney Joseph Baxter and his former clients, the Bocks,

participated in an arbitration under the Mandatory Fee Arbi-

tration Act (MFAA) (Bus & P C §§6200–6206) to resolve a

dispute over the value of Baxter’s services. The arbitrator,

James Schratz, determined that Baxter’s rendered services

should be valued at the rate already paid by the Bocks, and

awarded Baxter nothing. Later, Baxter discovered that the

arbitrator ran a consulting practice that involved auditing

attorney bills and had written articles about attorney billing

practices.

Baxter subsequently filed a petition to vacate the award

on the grounds that Schratz was subject to disqualification

for bias and had failed to disclose matters relating to that

bias. The Bocks filed a petition to confirm the award and

further sought attorney fees incurred in the proceedings to

confirm the award. The trial court denied the petition to

vacate, finding that Schratz’s professional background did

not constitute bias requiring disclosure. The court further

granted the Bocks’ request for fees, but awarded only a frac-

tion of the amount sought. Both parties appealed.

The First District Court of Appeal affirmed the trial

court’s denial of Baxter’s petition to vacate the arbitration

award, but reversed the trial court’s attorney fee award. As a

preliminary matter, the court held that, for practical pur-

poses, the disclosure requirements of the MFAA reflect

those of the California Arbtiration Act (Bus & P C §§1280–

1294.2), which require the disclosure of all matters relating

to impartiality or the appearance of impartiality. Turning to

the facts, however, the court held that the arbitrator was not

required to disclose that his consulting practice included

auditing attorney bills, or that he had written extensively

about billing practices. Nothing in Schratz’s consulting prac-

tice created an appearance of impartiality—his practice was

not devoted exclusively to one side or the other of fee dis-
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putes, and a significant percentage of his clients were, in

fact, attorneys. Similarly, Schratz’s articles only criticized

unethical billing practices, and did not suggest a belief that

attorney work should not be fairly compensated. The court

also rejected any inference of bias, noting that Schratz was

himself an attorney and had done nothing during the arbitra-

tion proceedings to suggest animus toward attorneys gener-

ally, or toward Baxter specifically.

With respect to the Bocks’ attorney fee award, however,

the court of appeal found that the trial court had erred in

applying different hourly rates for the two attorneys who

represented them. The attorneys were virtually indistin-

guishable in terms of legal experience and educational back-

ground. Accordingly, the court vacated the award and

remanded for the trial court to assign the same rate for each

attorney or to otherwise articulate a reasonable basis for any

difference in their rates.

Business Litigation; Commercial
Law

Unfair Competition; Carriers

Federal Airline Deregulation Act expressly preempted
state Unfair Competition Law action against airline for
alleged violations of Online Privacy Protection Act.

People ex rel Harris v Delta Air Lines, Inc. (2016) 247 CA4th
884

In 2010, Delta Air Lines began providing a mobile appli-

cation on which its customers could check in for flights,

view reservations, rebook missed or cancelled flights, pay

for and track checked baggage, access frequent flier account

information, take photographs, and save a user’s geo-

location. According to the California Attorney General,

Delta failed to provide a readily accessible privacy policy to

inform users of the application’s collection of certain per-

sonally identifiable information (PII) about consumers resid-

ing in California in violation of the Online Privacy Protec-

tion Act (OPPA) (Bus & P C §§6501–6506). In October

2012, the Attorney General notified Delta of its noncompli-

ance and demanded that Delta respond within 30 days with

information concerning its specific plans to comply with the

law or why it believed its application was not governed by

the law. Delta allegedly responded with a letter stating only

that it “intend[ed] to provide the requested information.” The

Attorney General filed an action under the Unfair Competi-

tion Law (UCL) (Bus & P C §§17200–17209) based on Del-

ta’s violation of the OPPA, seeking both monetary and

injunctive relief. The trial court sustained Delta’s demurrer

on grounds that the federal Airline Deregulation Act (49

USC §41713) preempted the lawsuit.

The First District Court of Appeal affirmed. The Airline

Deregulation Act expressly preempts any state law “relating

to rates, routes, or services” of any air carrier. 49 USC

§41713(b)(1). In American Airlines, Inc. v Wolens (1995)

513 US 219, 115 S Ct 817, the United States Supreme Court

further held that the preemption clause precludes the regula-

tion of an airline’s “selection and design of marketing

mechanisms appropriate to the furnishing of air transporta-

tion services.” Here, the disclosure requirements under the

OPPA require online service operators to draft a privacy

policy describing the collection of PII and to provide a rea-

sonably accessible means of making the privacy policy

available for the airline’s consumers. Thus, the obligations

imposed under the OPPA would have a significant impact on

an airline’s ability to market its product, which in turn would

have a significant impact on the fares it would ultimately

charge. For instance, if Delta were required to comply with

each state’s version of the OPPA’s privacy requirements, the

airline would be forced to design different mobile applica-

tions to meet the requirements of each state. As a result,

Delta may not be able to use a mobile application as a mar-

keting mechanism at all under such circumstances. Accord-

ingly, the court rejected the Attorney General’s arguments

that the OPPA allowed online service operators “broad dis-

cretion” as to how to comply with its requirements, or that

compliance with the law would only have a peripheral effect

on prices, routes, or services. In addition, relevant authorities

have found that the Airline Deregulation Act preempts laws

regulating the operation of airlines “whether at high cost or

low.” See, e.g., Bowers v Egyptair Airlines Co. (1st Cir 2013)

731 F3d 85, 96.

CROSS-REFERENCE: For more on federal preemption of

state privacy law claims, see Privacy Compliance and Litiga-

tion in California §12.12 (Cal CEB).
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